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VirtualVaults® Technology

GlobeX Data has developed a proprietary technology we call VirtualVaults® to prevent unauthorized access, 
modification, or destruction of data. VirtualVaults® philosophy is to provide data security and availability to all its 
users.

VirtualVaults® technology uses multiple layers of encryption requiring more computing processing power than the competition, 
a process that is too costly for mass cloud services such a Google, Dropbox, and other large service providers. In the unlikely 
event of a breach of data, VirtualVaults® protects each individual account holder by segregating each user from the other 
users, creating an individual barrier of protection. The competition does not offer such individual protection, therefore when 
they suffer a breach of data all their users are compromised immediately and the hack spreads like a virus to the entire 
database of users. VirtualVaults® was designed to perform well on all operating systems.

VirtualVaults® exceeds all National Institute Standards of Technology NIST-approved cryptographic standards. 
  
Since its formation in 2007, GlobeX Data has never suffered a successful hacking event. 
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With VirtualVaults®:
Other Companies 

without VirtualVaults®:
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2048bit 2048bit

HeliX® HeliX®

HeliX® Technology

Encrypted data is decrypted in multiple layers per account and per user. Data is transferred in a encrypted tunnel 
from device to secure servers, using our proprietary HeliX® technology. HeliX® wraps data transfer in 2048-bit 
encryption with multiple layers intertwined in HeliX® form on top of it. This creates multiple layers of encryption in 
data transfer, many times stronger than 2048 bit transfer encryption. This process takes more computing power than 
the competition.
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Customers want encryption to ensure their data is secure. At GlobeX Data we execute all transmission and 
exchange of data within our secure server platform environment. When a user accesses one of our services, the 
user connects first to our secure platform in our data center, and then the transaction happens within our servers 
environment. This eliminates the risk of data being intercepted from the sender’s device, data cannot be read or 
accessed. All data in our storage systems is encrypted.

AES256

AES stands for Advanced Encryption Standard. 256 refers to the key size – the larger the size, the more possible 
keys there are.

Anything less than AES-256 still leaves gaps open for potential hackers to access your data. AES-256 is the 
strongest level among any other available encryption solutions.

SSL

SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) is the standard security technology for establishing an encrypted link between a web 
server and a browser. All data passed between the web server and browsers remain private and integral. SSL is 
used for the protection of online transactions for our customers. 
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2048

2048 bit refers to the encryption for data in transfer and is the highest encryption standard for transmitting data. We 
use 2048 bit to connect to our secure servers environment before user data is transmitted for email, file sharing, 
data storage access or our secure communications services.

DKIM Compliance

Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a protocol that allows an organization to take responsibility for transmitting a 
message in a way that can be verified by mailbox providers. This verification is made possible through cryptographic 
authentication.
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All of GlobeX Data’s products are hosted in a controlled ISO certified Swiss data center. We do not data-mine 
our client’s data or share analytics for the purpose of advertising. Our customer’s data is highly secure and never 
accessed personally by staff or by any other service. 

Key Differentials:

1. Our company uses proprietary multiple vaults encryption layers. Encrypted data needs to be decrypted 
in 2 different layers per account and per user. 

2. Segregating user’s data in virtual vaults are encrypted with individual keys. One for the user account 
and one for the password. 

3. SecureSend allows you to have greater control and security over the emails you send. Full control over 
how and when recipients read your email. Messages never leave our secure server systems and cannot 
be intercepted. Messages are encrypted with proprietary multi-level encryption. 

4. We do not send data over the wire. We send end-to-end encrypted data using SecureSend. SecureSend 
stores your email data in a secure database in our email platform. No data goes on the internet over the 
wire once you send the email. 

5. On App levels for iOS and Android, we do not store or cache anything on the API for Apps. This process 
takes more computing power than the competition. No information resides on the mobile device. If App 
crashes, all raw data will be empty because we do not write data on the phone storage system. Other 
apps would have chats and other stored data in the phone.
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SecureSend

SecureSend is the main feature of our secure email platform. SecureSend allows you to control who reads your 
messages and when. The messages never leave our server systems which means that your valuable communications 
cannot be intercepted. 
Using SecureSend is as easy as sending a normal email. SecureSend gives you access to multiple enhanced 
security features: 

• You have the option of setting an expiry date and the message can no longer be accessed and will be auto-
deleted. 

• You have the option of setting a password that must be entered to read the email. 

• You have the option to limit the number of times a message can be read before it is destroyed on all devices 
and on our servers. 

• When a user selects SecureSend to send an email to any recipient outside our email platform, the recipient 
receives a notification email, instead of the email containing the sensitive data. In the notification email the 
recipient clicks a secure link to read the sensitive message.

Mobile and App Security

To add extra security layers to our Apps, we continually perform certificate pinning for both DigitalSafe. Certificate 
pinning represents a mechanism to prevent certain hacker attacks such as man-in-the-middle attacks. Certificate 
pinning is performed on all Android and iOS Apps so there are no certificate related exploits possible. 
No data resides on the App itself. No metadata is stored on App. 
We do not store or cache anything on the API for Apps. If App crashes, raw data of chats or data will be empty 
because we do not write data on phone storage. We offer complete encryption of all transmitted data. No 
information resides on the mobile device.
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Hacking and Vulnerability

Businesses are often the targets of hacking attempts making financial and other data vulnerable to cyber threats. 
The potential consequence in breaches of security places the institution and clients at high risk of exposing valuable 
information. DigitalSafe allows each institution and client to manage personal data in the cloud. Since the information 
resides in a digital cloud, businesses no longer have to think only of security in terms of infrastructure. DigitalSafe 
allows you to think of data security in other ways by storing information in the cloud and allows you full control of 
your data minimizing the risks of data attacks.

Secure Communications

You can use DigitalSafe to securely communicate information such as contracts, banking statements, legal 
documents, PIN codes and Passwords and other types of sensitive data. Communicate securely by preloading 
sensitive documents and share those documents with your clients. Take full control of your own data and reduce 
your data footprint. Why allow others to control your sensitive data?

Password Saver with Password Generator

Save your passwords securely. The “Password Meter” even surpasses most banks’ password generation tools in 
security. Stop using the same passwords for everything, you can now use our “Password Generator” for anything 
requiring a password. The only password you need to remember is your DigitalSafe login!
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Data Center

All of GlobeX Data’s offerings are hosted in a state-of-the-art Tier 3 and ISO certified world class Swiss data center 
located in Switzerland, renowned for its exacting standards and quality control. These world-class facilities are 
custom designed with raised floors, HVAC temperature control systems with separate cooling zones and seismically 
braced racks. They offer a wide range of physical security features, including state-of-the-art smoke detection and 
fire suppression systems, motion sensors, 24 x 7 biometric secured access, video camera surveillance and security 
alarms. These data centers are also approved by the Swiss Banking Association and host many of the top banks, 
International organizations, and global businesses.
All systems and data are protected from failures. We offer triple redundancy in order to fully protect your information. 

The first layer of redundancy is mirroring the compute power and storage. Customer connections coming into our 
system is routed to many computers grouped together as one. 

If any computer fails, there are many others that keep our services live. At a data storage level, all data is read and 
written to-and-from multiple storage systems concurrently and again if any system fails it does not affect services. 

In the second level of redundancy, in the event of a complete failure of our 1st  layer (nearly impossible), systems 
will power up this 2nd layer and begin providing services.

The third layer is our off-site failover which will provide services in the event of the entire data center going offline. 

Security in the Data Center:
• Fully automated internal backup system to enable quick recovery in the unlikely case of catastrophic failure. 
• All data is stored in a Tier 3 data centre in Switzerland.
• Data centre is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 27001:2005 certified by SGS. 
• SLA of 99.999%.
• Triple redundancy in back-ups of client’s data. 
• Triple redundancy in backbone connectivity
• Triple redundancy in power supply.

GlobeX Data is fully compliant with the following:
MiFID II
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DigitalSafe provides a place to privately store and encrypt any type of documents. It provides the same 
security and privacy as a Swiss bank account.

Storage, collaboration, secure file share with unlimited notes, compliance with certifications, unlimited file 
size to share, password manager and user access permissions to files.

General Features

• Unlimited notes to share inside and outside the organization with military-grade encryption.

• Sending notes with security PIN that allows controlling who displays the shared data.

• Encrypted backup at rest and in transit on Swiss servers.

• Unlimited file share with SecureShare.

• Creation of groups with granular access permits that allow the control of information.

• Track files once sent to verify views, downloads, access points.

• Secure password manager with complexity meter and display encryption.

• Encrypted emails that do not leave the servers, are stored encrypted to be transmitted via SecureSend.

• 100% confidential and private information end-to-end.

• Compatible with any device.
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High-Level Features

• Compliance certification included.

• VirtualVaults technology.

• Salt encryption.

• Without data mining or data processing.

• Access rights for files inside the organization 

• SecureShare outside the organization.

• Share using custom timers.

• Groups with access permissions by departments.

• Personalized notes for documents, bank details, multimedia.

• Mobile and web access from any device.

• 100% cloud-based.

• Does not require installation.

• Individual keys per user VirtualVault.

• Compatible for PCI-DSS data storage.

• Swiss privacy and security.

• Without metadata storage.

®
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DigitalSafe
Box 

Business
Google Drive

Business
Dropbox 
Business

OneDrive
Business Exchange Outlook Gmail LastPass Share Point

Encryption SSL 2048/AES 256

Standby encrypted backup on Swiss servers

With DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM)

Proprietary multiple vault encryption layers

Data decrypted into 2 different layers per account 
and per user

Not subjected to USA Patriot Act

Strict Swiss Data Privacy Laws

Compliance ISO, HIPAA and PCI-DSS, NIST On Demand On Demand N/A N/A

EU GDPR compliant Paid Service Paid Service

No open source

Proprietary Technology and Infraestructure

Unlimited Pre-loaded note templates

Track record with IP, time and activity by recipient

Share documents with antivirus and PIN protection

Password Manager

Permission-based document viewing

Tracking files to verify views, downloads, access 
points

Swiss data center ISO 27001 certified

Largest Tier 3 data center in Switzerland

Triple redundancy on data backup in Switzerland

Encrypted Email with 5GB attached

100% control over when and how recipients read 
your email

Privacy protection from intrusive ISPs with 
SecureSend

E-Audit of employees

Send email with password protection

Read limit for each recipient with SecureSend

Freeze forward secure emails



Your Swiss Safe for all your Data
www.digitalsafe.com

SWISF

company/globex-data-ltd

@globexdata

@globexdataltd
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